Building an Ethical Supply Chain for Cobalt in Canada
By 2020, it is expected that **75% of Lithium Ion** batteries will contain Cobalt

Cobalt Is Crucial!

- **Powering slimmer smartphones and laptops**
- **Increasing the range of electric cars**
- **Increased efficiency in Green Energy storage**

By 2020, The EV Market Will Drive **20% of Cobalt Demand**

**Total Refined Cobalt Demand**

- **2010**: EVs (1%), Electronics (30%), Total: 64K
- **2015**: EVs (6%), Electronics (36%), Total: 95K
- **2020**: EVs (17%), Electronics (31%), Total: 124K
Situation

Supply Of Cobalt Will Fall In Deficit In The Next Few Years

Supply-side concerns (Political & Operational)

Extracting Cobalt Is The Hard Part
- 98% of Cobalt is being produced as a by-product of Copper and Nickel Mines
- If Copper and Nickel production doesn’t grow, Cobalt isn’t being mined to meet the demand

The Democratic Republic Of Congo Supplies 60% of The World’s Cobalt
- Increased attention from officials also can lead to supply disruptions that affect prices.
- Some Congolese Cobalt comes from informal mines that Amnesty International alleges may rely on child labor.
- Tech giants that are demand drivers are increasingly facing scrutiny over their supply chains

High Investor Confidence: 2nd best Performing Metal Of 2016
The All Canadian Ethical Solution To Global Cobalt Demand

A ‘Cobalt Rush’ Has Ensued In Canada – "The rush for Cobalt in Cobalt, Ont: Mining companies snap up land in the north" – cbc.ca

CBLT: A Cobalt junior operating in one of the world’s best mining jurisdictions

- Canadian mining company with operations in Ontario and Quebec
- Proven management team
- Low infrastructure requirement
- Favorable share structure

CBLT means business. It’s the reason investors love us.

Press Release: “CBLT Brings Australian Partner to Gowganda”

Click here to read the full press release

The Cobalt-Gowganda Area (Cobalt Embayment)

Map showing Cobalt and overall Geology - by Dr. K. Tail, ROM
A Management Team With the Desired Track Record

PETER M. CLAUSI (President, CEO and Director)
Contact: 416.890.1232  Email: pclausi@cbltinc.com

Mr. Clausi is an experienced investment banker, C-level executive and Ontario lawyer with extensive experience in mining finance, shareholder rights and corporate growth.

As CEO of CBLT Capital Corp., he is overseeing the exploration of Canada's pre-eminent Cobalt property, in the world-famous Sudbury Basin.

With GTA Resources in 2016, he helped create an innovative mining finance model to access recent securities regulatory amendments.

He is the CEO of GTA Resources and Mining Inc. (TSXV:GTA) (Gold in Hemlo Camp), an independent director of Camrova Resources Inc. (TSXV:CAV) (Copper and Cobalt in Mexico), and past Interim CEO of Eastern Platinum Limited (TSX:ELR) after leading a successful proxy battle for control.

For more information about CBLT Inc.  Website: www.cbltinc.com  Email: pclausi@cbltinc.com